I. INTRODUCTION
Plasma probe diagnostics found in the literature, including Langmuir, B-dot magnetic, and microwave probes, assume that the plasma local parameters inferred from the probe measurements are not distorted by the presence of a probe. However, inserting a probe into a plasma can lead to local and even global perturbations of the plasma density, electron temperature, ionization balance, and plasma currents. This can produce erroneous diagnostics results. The consequences of neglecting these perturbations are known for Langmuir probes, [1] [2] [3] but they are much less understood for relatively bulky electrostatic analyzers, B-dot (magnetic), and microwave probes.
When a probe and its holder are inserted into a plasma, they inevitably cause plasma density depletion around the probe and its holder. The process that causes this depletion is similar to the one that occurs near the plasma chamber wall.
Plasma perturbations caused by the immersion of a Langmuir probe have been studied theoretically and experimentally for highly collisional (few Torr) plasma, dominated by linear ion mobility and ambipolar diffusion. [4] [5] [6] These studies have shown a considerable drop in plasma density and electron temperature around the probe. Indeed, according to Ref. 6 , the plasma density at the probe surface was about one fifth of the density of the unperturbed plasma, while the measured electron temperature in the perturbed zone was about 40% less than in the unperturbed plasma. Such huge plasma perturbations are typical for collisional plasma considered in Refs. [4] [5] [6] . For lower gas pressures, typical for contemporary plasma applications, when ion inertia and ion-charge exchange dominate plasma transport to the probe, the plasma depletion around the probe is expected to be somewhat smaller than at high gas pressures. As far as we know, the effect of plasma depletion around a probe has not been taken into account or even considered for plasmas at relatively low gas pressures, where multi-grid analyzers, Bdot probes, and different kinds of microwave probes have been used.
The problem of plasma perturbation caused by probes was recently raised in connection with the validity of plasma parameters inferred from measurements by microwave probes. 7 A variety of microwave probes of a significant size (up to 2 cm in diameter) have recently been proposed and used for plasma diagnostics. 8, 9 The microwave probe diagnostics are based on the resonance response in the absorption or in the reflection spectrum of some electro-dynamic structure (probe) immersed into plasma. Depending on the probe structure and the particular resonance mode, the probe resonance frequency is some modeled function of the plasma frequency which depends on the local plasma density.
For microwave and magnetic probes, the main interaction of the electromagnetic field with the plasma and the probe takes place in the near zone around the probe within the distance of about the probe radius. It is precisely the region where the plasma density is depleted due to the immersion of the probe. Thus, the plasma density or the magnetic field inferred from the measurements with those microwave or magnetic probes should correspond to a reduced plasma density or distorted plasma current around the probe, rather than to an unperturbed plasma density or plasma current in the absence of a probe. However, to the best of our knowledge, the plasma density depletion or plasma current distortion around the probe has been ignored in the literature on microwave probes and in the majority of measurements with B-dot probes.
The purpose of this paper is to evaluate the plasma density depletion around a probe immersed into a plasma at low gas pressures from collisionless to collisional regimes. Under such conditions, the plasma transport is governed by the electron temperature, ion inertia and the ion-charge exchange. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we present a spherical plasma-wall problem with and without a probe. In Sec. III, we analyse a spherical neutral plasma model without a probe, and in Sec. IV, we present a spherical neutral plasma model with a probe. In Sec. V, we study the plasma structure near the probe. We conclude with a discussion of our results in Sec. VI.
II. SPHERICAL PLASMA-WALL PROBLEM
Consider a plasma confined within a spherical chamber with the following assumptions: a Maxwellian electron energy distribution, cold ions (T i ( T e ), no heat transfer (rT e ¼ 0), and no net current to the chamber walls. Plasmas with those assumptions were previously analysed for planar and cylindrical cases. [10] [11] [12] [13] In general, such plasmas can be described quite accurately by the following system of hydrodynamic equations with appropriate boundary conditions:
Continuity equations for ions and electrons:
r Á ðn e v e Þ ¼ Zn e :
Momentum equation for ions:
The Boltzmann equation for electrons:
kT e rn e ¼ en e rV:
The Poisson equation:
where n i and n e are the ion and electron densities, v i and v e are the ion and electron transport velocities, V is the electric potential, M is the ion mass, T e is the electron temperature, e is the electron charge, k is the Boltzmann constant, Z is the frequency of direct ionization, 0 is the permittivity of the free space, and F i is the ion frictional force which corresponds to the ion-charge exchange process and is given by
with k i being the ion mean free path.
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The given plasma-wall problem describes a quasineutral bulk plasma which transitions into a thin sheath near the wall. We assume that the plasma is symmetrical with respect to the plasma center which we set at the origin. We further assume that at the plasma center, the ions and electrons are initially at rest and are accelerated by the ambipolar electric field towards the wall. Hence, we can prescribe the following initial condition at the plasma center:
Strictly speaking, the initial condition for the ion density at the plasma center is determined by the Poisson equation, but it is close to the electron density with high accuracy. At the wall, the electron transport velocity reaches one fourth of the mean electron thermal velocity.
To describe a plasma bounded by a sphere of radius A, we introduce spherical coordinates (r, h, u), where h is the polar angle and u is the azimuthal angle. We assume that there is no variation with respect to h and u, and that the flow is only in the radial direction. Thus, using the notation
to be functions of r with 0 r A, the given system reduces to the following set of equations:
with the initial condition (7) at the plasma center r ¼ 0.
Because of symmetry, it is sufficient to consider the plasma characteristics along the x-axis. Thus, the walls are located at r w ¼ -A and r w ¼ A. At the walls, the ion and electron currents are balanced [see Eq. (9)]
n e r w ð Þ ;
where c ¼ ½M=ð2pmÞ 1=2 . For argon, c ¼ 108, and we will use this value in the future. The boundary condition (13) defines the floating potential at the wall.
To simplify the computations, we now introduce the following dimensionless variables:
where v s ¼ ðkT e =MÞ 1=2 is the ion sound speed. Then, system
where a ¼ A/k i is the ion-atom collision parameter, S ¼ ZA/v s is the normalized ionization frequency, and q 0 ¼ k D0 /A is the non-neutrality parameter, where k D0 ¼ ð 0 kT e =n 0 e 2 Þ 1=2 is the electron Debye radius at the plasma center.
The initial condition at the plasma center x 0 ¼ 0 is now given by
The boundary conditions at the walls x w ¼ -1 and x w ¼ 1 become Figure 1 shows the ion and electron density distributions for the spherical plasma in the collisionless case (a ¼ 0) with q 0 ¼ 0.01. The curves were obtained by solving the above system for 0 x 1 and extending the solution symmetrically into the interval [-1, 0] where x ¼ -r/A. Note that the plasma density is maximal at the plasma center and is decreasing towards the walls of the sphere. In the bulk plasma, y % y e , while a thin sheath layer forms along the walls where y e ( y.
Suppose now that a small spherical probe is immersed into the sphere of radius A centered at the origin r ¼ 0 which contains the plasma. Suppose the probe is also centered at the origin and has the radius a < A. The plasma is now bounded by the smaller sphere on one side and by the larger sphere on the other side. In this case, a sheath forms on each side of the plasma along each wall, r w ¼ a and r w ¼ A. The point r ¼ r 0 where the plasma density is maximal is now at a new location between the two walls, a < r 0 < A.
To solve the spherical problem with a probe, we again consider the flow only in the radial directions and use the dimensionless variables (14) . We solve numerically the system (15)- (18) with the initial condition (19) at x 0 ¼ r 0 /A, where the ion density is maximal, and with the boundary condition (20) at each wall: x w ¼ a/A and x w ¼ 1. Note that a/A is the normalized radius of the spherical probe, while the normalized radius of the larger sphere equals 1, and a/A < x 0 < 1.
The results of our computations are illustrated in Fig. 2 which shows the ion and electron density distributions when a spherical probe is immersed into a sphere with plasma. The computations were performed for collisionless ions (a ¼ 0) with q ¼ 0.01 and a/A % 0.05. As before, the solution was extended symmetrically into the interval [-1, 0]. One can see two branches on each side of the spherical probe. As expected, at each branch, there is the bulk quasi-neutral plasma (y % y e ) and the sheath near each wall (y e ( y).
Thus, immersing a probe into a bounded plasma will affect the plasma parameters near the probe. In Secs. III-V, we will investigate in more detail the quasi-neutral spherical plasma with and without a spherical probe.
III. SPHERICAL NEUTRAL PLASMA PROBLEM
Consider the spherical plasma, symmetrical with respect to the origin, with the flow only in the radial direction. The neutral plasma equations are obtained from (8)- (12) by setting n i ¼ n e and v ir ¼ v er . At the plasma center, r ¼ 0, the initial condition (7) is satisfied for n i ¼ n e , v ir and V.
In an explicit form, the plasma equations can then be written as follows:
where 0 r R, and R is the plasma radius. The plasma boundaries are located at r p ¼ -R and r p ¼ R, where the ions reach the ion sound speed, jv ir j ¼ v s . We introduce the following dimensionless variables:
and solve the equivalent system
y ¼ exp ðÀgÞ;
where S ¼ ZR/v s is the frequency of direct ionization in the plasma and a ¼ R/k i is the ion-atom collision parameter in the plasma. Note that the normalized ionization frequency and collision parameter in the plasma differ from the corresponding values of the normalized plasma-wall model given in Sec. II by the factor R/A. At the plasma center, x ¼ 0,
and at the plasma boundaries, x p ¼ -1 and x p ¼ 1, Figure 3 shows the normalized plasma density distribution, and Fig. 4 shows the normalized potential distribution in symmetrical bulk plasma from the center to the plasma boundary for different values of the collision parameter. Qualitatively, the plasma density distribution and the plasma ambipolar potential behave in a similar manner as in planar and cylindrical one-dimensional plasma models, [10] [11] [12] [13] but in spherical geometry, the plasma density and the negative potential are decreasing faster. As a result, at the plasma boundary, the plasma density is lower and the magnitude of the negative potential is higher for spherical plasmas than for planar or cylindrical plasmas. For example, in the collisionless case (a ¼ 0), the normalized plasma densities at the plasma boundary Figure 5 shows the boundary value of the normalized plasma density, y p ¼ y(1), Fig. 6 shows the boundary value of the normalized potential, g p ¼ g (1), and Fig. 7 shows the value of the normalized plasma ionization frequency, S ¼ ZR/v s , all as functions of the plasma collision parameter a ¼ R/k i . Both y p and S fall with the increase in the gas pressures and can be approximated quite accurately as follows: 
where y 0p ¼ y p (0) is the boundary value of the plasma density for a ¼ 0 and S 0 ¼ S(0) is the plasma ionization frequency for a ¼ 0. This scaling holds at a < T e =T g % 10 À2 . 11 A comparison of the approximated values given by (30) with our computed values show that for a < 5, the relative errors in the plasma boundary values and in the plasma ionization frequencies are less that 1%; for 5 a 100, the relative errors in the plasma boundary values are between 1% and 2%, and in the plasma ionization frequency, between 1% and 7%. At higher gas pressures, when the plasma transport is governed by linear ambipolar diffusion and constant ion mobility with ion friction force proportional to the ion drift velocity, y p (a) and S(a) are proportional to a À1 .
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IV. SPHERICAL NEUTRAL PLASMA WITH A SPHERICAL PROBE
As shown in Fig. 2 , when a spherical probe is immersed into a spherical plasma, a sheath is formed not only along the wall but also along the probe surface. We therefore have to consider two neutral plasma boundaries: one inner boundary at r ¼ q along the probe surface and the other one at r ¼ R along the wall. Note that q ¼ a þ s a and R ¼ A -s A , where s a is the sheath width along the probe surface and s A is the sheath width along the wall. At each neutral plasma boundary, the ions reach the ion sound speed v s , namely, jv ir ðqÞj ¼ v ri ðRÞ ¼ v s , or equivalently,
The point where the plasma density achieves its maximum moves to a point r ¼ r 0 , q < r 0 < R (see Fig. 2 ). At that point, n ir ðr 0 Þ ¼ n 0 ; v ir ðr 0 Þ ¼ 0 and V (r 0 ) ¼ 0 or in the normalization (24)
where x 0 ¼ r 0 /R. In order to find the plasma characteristics, we have solved Eqs. (25) and (26) for q/R x 1. Figure 8 shows the normalized plasma density distribution, and Fig. 9 shows the normalized plasma potential distribution for different values of q/R and collisionless ions (a ¼ 0). The plasma characteristics for the case without a probe (q/R ¼ 0) are shown on the interval [-1, 1] so that this curve can be better distinguished from the others which are shown only on the interval (q/R, 1). Note that in the interval [x 0 , 1], for q/R sufficiently small, the distributions of the plasma density and potential for the case with a probe practically coincide with the corresponding curves for the case without a probe. Near the probe, however, the curves drop sharply. The same behavior also holds for the collisional case, namely, in the interval [x 0 , 1], the curves practically coincide with the corresponding curves shown in Figs. 3 and 4 when q/R is sufficiently small.
V. BEHAVIOR OF THE PLASMA DENSITY NEAR SPHERICAL PROBES
In order to understand the behavior near a spherical probe, we introduce the following change of variables:
In those coordinates, system (25)-(27) becomes 
where S q ¼ Zq/v s and b ¼ q/k i . In these variables, 1 n R/q, and at the neutral plasma boundaries
The initial condition
is given at the point n 0 ¼ r 0 /q, where the plasma density is maximal. Figure 10 shows the normalized plasma density distribution, and Fig. 11 shows the normalized potential near the probe for q/R ¼ 10 À3 and different collision parameters b, from the collisionless (b ¼ 0) to the highly collisional (b ¼ 10 2 ) ion motion in the vicinity of the probe. Since q ( R, those figures illustrate the plasma perturbation caused by a probe inserted into a practically infinitely large uniform plasma. The asymptotic behavior of the curves suggests that the plasma perturbation does not depend on the plasma size. This is, indeed, always observed in reasonable probe diagnostics without global plasma perturbations when a spherical probe with a sufficiently small radius is used.
Note that
where a ¼ R/k i is the collision parameter for the neutral spherical plasma, while b is the collision parameter for the perturbed neutral spherical plasma localized near the probe. Obviously, b ( a, if q ( R for the same gas pressure. Therefore, the plasma transport near a probe with a sufficiently small radius is always less collisional than for the plasma bulk. Collision dominated transport near the probe may occur at relatively high gas pressure. For such high gas pressures, however, the plasma transport in the bulk plasma is dominated by linear ambipolar diffusion and constant ion mobility, which are beyond the scope of this paper. Usually, in basic plasma experiments and in plasma reactors for wafer processing, pR ( few Torr cm, where p is the gas pressure. For example, in a typical experiment with microwave probes, or with magnetic probes, for a plasma of size A % R ¼ 10 cm, and argon pressure p ¼ 10 mTorr, we find a % 30, which corresponds to collision dominated transport in the bulk plasma. On the other hand, for a ¼ 30 and a probe with a þ s a ¼ q ¼ 0.2 cm, we find b ¼ 0.6, which corresponds to a nearly collisionless plasma transport around the probe. In such cases, plasma perturbations around the probe can be accounted for by using the solution for collisionless ion motion near the probe shown in Figs. 10 and 11.
For q ( R, the terms containing the normalized ionization frequency S q can be neglected in system (34)-(36), which for b ( 1 then reduces to
and yields the following analytical solution which practically coincides with the numerical solution on the interval where -1 u 0 for b ¼ 0:
As one can see in Fig. 10 for q/R ¼ 10 approximation near the plasma probe for low gas pressures (b < 1) when q ( R. The question is for which ratios of q/R (q ( R) can one accept that solution as an asymptotic solution. To answer this question, we computed the plasma density distributions around the probe for the two limiting cases of low gas pressures (b ¼ 0) and high gas pressures (b ¼ 100) with ratios q=R ¼ 10 À3 ; 10 À2 , and 10
À1
. Our results, which are included in Fig. 12 , show that for each case, the plasma density distributions around the probe for q/R ¼ 10 À3 and 10 À2 practically coincide. For those ratios of q/R, the bulk plasma density is unperturbed by the probe and practically coincides with the bulk plasma density when there is no probe present (see Fig. 8 ).
For q/R ¼ 10
, an appreciable global plasma perturbation is apparent (see Fig. 8 ). However, in the region near the probe where 1 n 4, the plasma density distributions for q/R ¼ 10
À3
, 10
À2
, and 10 À1 practically coincide for b ¼ 0 and differ by less than 4% for b ¼ 100. This is the region of electromagnetic field localization for microwave and magnetic probes. Therefore, our results obtained for q/R ( 1 remain valid for q/R < 10, although in that case, the probe insertion will perturb the plasma density distribution at its maximum.
VI. DISCUSSION
We have presented an analysis of a mathematical model which describes plasma perturbations caused by a spherical probe immersed into a spherical plasma for low gas pressures (q/k i T e /T g % 10 2
). Such gas pressures are typical in applications of various types of probes. Our numerical and analytical computations have shown that plasma density depletion always occurs around a probe of any size and increases with collisions.
Depending on the type of probe, the consequences of plasma depletion caused by the probe insertion may lead to erroneous conclusions in plasma probe diagnostics. Langmuir probes sense the electron current collected by the probe from a relatively large area defined by the electron mean free path k e (usually, k e ) k i ). Therefore, in the classical Langmuir and Druyvestein probe techniques, plasma depletion around the probe can be neglected if q ( k e . In contrast, microwave probes sense the plasma permittivity, and magnetic (B-dot) probes sense the magnetic field, including the one induced by the plasma current. For those probes, plasma depletion must be considered.
For microwave probes, the main interaction of the microwave field with the plasma occurs near the probe surface where the plasma density is significantly depleted. For example, in spherical microwave probes operating at a frequency x which exceeds the plasma frequency x pe , the microwave electric field freely penetrates the plasma and like in vacuum decays as (r/q) À2 (see Fig. 10 ). For microwave probes operating at frequencies x < x pe , due to plasma screening, the decay of the microwave field is expected to be much faster than (r/q) À2 . Obviously, the plasma density found from a microwave probe would be significantly lower than in the absence of a probe. Note that the plasma depletion around the probe will also affect the thickness of the sheath along the probe surface, namely, s a $ n(q)
À1=2
, which will further affect the measurements of microwave probes. In addition, the gradient of the plasma density and electron thermal motion near the probe surface can affect the resonance frequency of the probe and lead to additional dissipative effects.
To the best of our knowledge, in the majority of published work on B-dot probe diagnostics, the B-dot probes are made with a miniature coil encapsulated in a dielectric tube with a 4-10 mm diameter. For such probes, the plasma density depletion around the tube does not affect the measurement of the magnetic field induced by external currents or by the plasma currents which flow far away from the probe. However, spatial distributions of plasma currents can be significantly distorted in the probe vicinity due to plasma current obstruction by the probe itself and by plasma density depletion around the probe. This can lead to erroneous data inferred from measurements with a B-dot probe. 15 In order to obtain more accurate data, a "currenttransparent" B-dot probe has been developed for measurement of rf electric fields and current distributions in different types of inductively coupled plasmas. [14] [15] [16] [17] In those B-dot probes, instead of an encapsulated coil, a naked single turn loop was used, which was made of a thin wire with a diameter much less than the diameter of the loop. Thus, the plasma density depletion was localized in the area much smaller than the sampling area outlined by the loop diameter. Using such transparent probes in low pressure inductive plasmas allowed to reveal the rf field reversal and its phase bifurcation, 14 as well as the negative power absorption, 18 all undetectable with encapsulated B-dot probes, which instead show a non-existent rf current in the probe location. 15 In summary, when microwave probes or encapsulated B-dot probes are used, a significant error in the data inferred from the measurements should be expected if plasma depletion around the probe and plasma current obstruction are not taken into account. Current-transparent B-dot probes have been successfully used to prevent plasma current and plasma density perturbations near the probe. In microwave probes theories, however, plasma depletion around the probes has so far been ignored. 
